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Tunnel Vision: Avoid it at All Costs
Text and photography copyright © Jason Keefe. All rights reserved.

We all have experienced tunnel vision at some point in our lives. We get focused on one task, and everything else
around us disappears until we have accomplished our goal. That one thing dictates all of our actions, all of our thoughts,
all of our emotions, and until we complete it, we can’t clear our mind for anything else. This is a very detrimental mindset
to find yourself in on one of your photographic journeys. I’m writing this essay to make you aware of this problem, and to
demonstrate the benefits that you can reap when you keep an open mind out in the field.

Almost every photographic journey begins with preconceived ideas of the type of images you want to create. For me, it is
the grand landscape. I love wide open, expansive images that just lure your imagination, and make you wish you were
there. Often times though, you find yourself arriving at your destination, and the conditions just aren’t right to capture
what you envisioned. It’s at these times tunnel vision creeps in, and you find yourself searching and searching for an
image that’s just not meant to be. All the while, passing by great photographic opportunities that your mind can’t see
because it is focused somewhere else. This is exactly what happened to me while on a fall shoot in Oak Creek Canyon
in central Arizona.

The images above were created several years ago while I was on a fall shoot in central Arizona. I had envisioned
capturing images of waterfalls cascading out of still pools of water, reflecting the fall colors and majestic red canyon
walls. What I found was the water levels were really low, and the pools were cluttered with debris. No matter how far I
hiked into the canyon, my vision never seemed to materialize. At some point I stopped to take a break. At that moment I
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started to realize that the colors that surrounded me were absolutely stunning. I immediately grabbed my camera from
my pack and started shooting. The results are what you see above. I broke through my tunnel vision and walked away
with some great images.

So, the next time you find yourself in the field with all kinds of preconceived ideas for images floating in your head, stop,
and take a break. Clear your mind and take a look around you. You might just break through your tunnel vision, and
capture an image that exceeds your wildest expectations.

Jason Keefe - NPN 6308

Comments on this instructional nature photography article? Send them to editor@naturephotographers.net.
Members of the Nature Photographers Network™ may log in and leave their feedback in the comments section below.

Jason Keefe is a Fine Art Landscape and Nature photographer residing in the mountains of
northwest Arizona. His interest in photography began at the early age of eleven, and has lasted
throughout his lifetime. Jason now has over 28 years of experience in the field. He has taught
Adobe Photoshop and a digital photography course for his local community college. Jason
primarily makes his living photographing the grand landscapes of the American southwest, and
selling his work at Fine Art Shows in his home state of Arizona.

More of Jason’s work can be seen by visiting his website at www.jasonkeefephotography.com.
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